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DESIGN FLOORING

CORK FLOORING

LINOLEUM FLOORING

Nature provides us with 
 fascinating materials. 
  We make fl ooring out of 
these that is made for living.

More and more people want a natural fl oor that is healthy for living. We meet these 

requirements with our trendy design fl ooring, classic cork fl ooring and colourful 

linoleum fl ooring. They all offer a sustainable living experience and are the basis for 

an individual look thanks to their creative variety.

Design your very own living space – for rooms full of life.

Link to website: 
www.meister.com
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1 Design flooring 3Linoleum flooring

A trendsetter

Made for healthy and beautiful 

living. Our design fl ooring is 100% 

PVC-free and impressively sus-

tainable. And at the same time 

so modern and easy to clean 

that it cuts a fi ne fi gure in a cosy 

apartment as well as in a popular 

hip café. A strong character that 

impresses at fi rst glance.

A pioneer

Pure nature provides a real sense 

of well-being. With its classic look, 

cork is the ideal basis for anyone 

who wants to combine natural-

ness with maximum living comfort. 

As a traditional product, cork is 

pleasantly warm underfoot and 

has great elasticity, which is also 

benefi cial to the joints. These are 

just two of the many advantages 

that impress.

A multi-talent

Linoleum fl ooring also consists 

entirely of natural materials. 

Thanks to its great variety of 

colours and two formats, our 

linoleum fl ooring opens up 

completely new creative possi-

bilities for installation. Resulting 

in individually designed stylish 

living rooms, cool offi ces and 

modern kitchens today!

 Where health and  
a sense of well-being are at home.

What do design fl ooring, cork fl ooring and linoleum fl ooring have in 

common? They all combine a great sense of well-being with the 

security of giving a home a healthy basis.

All our knowledge, years of experience and creativity are invested in 

the development of these fl oors. We leave nothing to chance, from the 

selection of materials through to processing them. Resulting in what 

drives us every day: excellent quality that provides maximum comfort.

2 Cork flooring



Health y living can be this beautiful. 
An experience over the 

entire surface.

DD 350 S | Antique brown oak 6933 | Wood effect
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Enjoy life to the full.

The natural extremely authentic look of design fl ooring transforms 

rooms into a comfortable home. As easy to clean, durable and healthy 

for living as it is, it is suitable for every situation in life.

DD 350 S | Greige oak 6934 | Wood effect

Skirting board 9 PK profi le | White with 

natural oak inlay strips 2403 (decorative fi lm)
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DD 350 S | Grey oak 6925 | Wood effect

Link to Interior Designer: 
www.meister.com/en/service/service-

center/interior-designer.html



The welfare of your children 
is close to our heart. 

Or ratherto our fl oors.

Who, what, how? Why? Very strict health regulations apply to children's 

toys. That's both good and correct, as it's a matter of our offspring's 

welfare. We think that this implicitness should also apply to fl oors which 

you live on and your children play on.

Our MEISTER design fl ooring does not contain any harmful plasticisers 

and is therefore completely harmless to health. Its Puretec ® surface 

consists of 100% PVC-free, odourless polyester, a material that is also 

used in the food industry. Making MEISTER design fl ooring, which is 

tested for harmful substances, the healthy alternative to standard 

design fl ooring and completely harmless to people, animals and the 

environment. All the way through to it being disposed of through 

residual waste. If you should ever actually want to part yourself from 

this fl oor ...

Link to Design Flooring:
www.meister.com/en/design-fl ooring.html
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Fine, mine and in the midst 
 of life.

Also those who pay attention to details will be impressed: our design fl ooring's authentic 

looking wood effects are inspired by fi ne woods and include tactile structures. As an alter-

native to PVC design fl ooring, it is tested for harmful substances, is healthy for living and 

extremely easy to clean and its many positive properties make it particularly family-friendly.

Antislip
The innovative Puretec ® surface 

makes MEISTER design fl ooring 

very antislip. The University of 

Wuppertal has calculated an 

antislip property of R9.

Easy to maintain 
and durable
Design fl ooring is easy to clean 

and durable. Many typical 

causes of stains have no effect. 

Soft, standard chair casters do 

not leave any undesirable marks 

either.

Easy on the joints 
and elastic
The use of cork as a comfort 

layer and backing underneath 

the plank makes our design 

fl ooring elastic and easy on the 

joints. 

Environmentally 
friendly
Thanks to its material proper-

ties, our design fl ooring can 

be conveniently disposed of at 

the end of its use via the non-

recyclable waste.

Healthy living
Polyester that is also used in the 

food industry, cork and wood 

from sustainable forestry make 

MEISTER design fl ooring into 

all-round healthy fl oors for living.

Authentic
The wood structures embossed 

into the Puretec ® surface make 

the fl oors in this collection look 

very realistic.

PVC-free
Puretec ® is a 100% PVC-free 

special coating that is not harm-

ful to man or the environment.

Warm underfoot
The combination of polyester 

and cork as a comfort layer 

makes MEISTER design fl ooring 

pleasantly warm underfoot. 

DESIGN FLOORING | PROPERTIES



The Blue Angel

The result of our responsible choice of materials and modern production processes is that 

all MEISTER fl oors carry the Blue Angel - the world’s fi rst and most well-known award for 

environmentally friendly products and services. It gives you the security of deciding on a 

low-emission and ecological fl ooring, also with the new MEISTER design fl ooring, which is 

also awarded with the Blue Angel, in complete contrast to standard PVC design fl oors.

Award-winning and healthy –
design fl ooring from MEISTER.

TOXPROOF TÜV Certifi cation

Your health is important to us. That is why we voluntarily have all MEISTER design fl ooring 

tested TÜV Rheinland. The excellent result: the entire collection has received TOXPROOF TÜV 

certifi cation, the symbol for fl oor coverings tested for harmful substances and found to be 

entirely without health risks.

100% PVC-free

We never use PVC in the production of MEISTER design fl ooring. Standard PVC fl oors, also 

known as vinyl fl oors, often contain harmful plasticisers containing phthalates, which are not 

compatible with our understanding of a fl oor that is healthy for living. As a healthy and envi-

ronmentally-friendly alternative, we only process 100% PVC-free odourless PET in the Puretec ® 

surface, which is a harmless material from the polyester family that is also used in the food 

industry, for example.

MEISTER warranty

We are so convinced of the quality of our cork and linoleum fl oors that we give you a 10-year 

warranty for surface wear in private living areas. A Meister fl oor is a fl oor which you will love 

for many, many years to come because it is so easy to care for and has such a high-quality 

appearance and excellent durability.

Warranty according to the MeisterWerke warranty conditions at www.meister.com

General building supervision permission 

granted by the German Institute for Building Engineering (DIBt).

CE mark 

All MEISTER design fl ooring complies with all European health and safety regulations.

MADE IN GERMANY

We are fi rmly rooted in our location and see it as much more than just the name of 

where we come from. For us, "Made in Germany" also means top quality standards. 

It is our daily challenge to meet these.
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Innovative products and system solutions 

are always the result of teamwork at 

MeisterWerke.

The careful selection of materials and decor 

guarantees the best result.

Our products undergo extensive quality 

tests on their way to becoming the perfect 

interior design object. www.meisterwerke.com

Welcome to 
               MeisterWerke.

We have been passionately developing and making products for rooms full of life for many years. At our 

company headquarters in Rüthen-Meiste, in the beautiful region of Sauerland, it is our daily challenge to 

perfect these and therefore ensure the greatest benefi t for our customers. 

Our love of innovation is evident in everything: in our huge range, in our company and in the way that 

we work together. Always collaboratively and fairly but also purposefully and reliably. Our company 

motto is: a MeisterWerke masterpiece every day!

As a family-run company we also think about future generations. That's why respect for nature and 

natural resources is a matter of course for us. We place great importance on environmentally sound 

origin and short transport routes when choosing our materials. Independent test institutes verify 

that the materials used are harmless. Resulting in products that combine top quality, maximum 

comfort and a great feeling year after year. For your rooms full of life.



KC 400 S | Rustic 6809

Open to everything 
  that nature has to offer us.
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KC 400 S | White block cut 6801

Inspired by nature and timelessly beautiful. Our 

cork fl ooring's individual looks and variety of 

surfaces accentuate the style of any room. The 

natural character is rounded off by the typical 

properties of the natural material cork: being 

warm underfoot and easy on the joints, it provi-

des you with tangible comfort in all living areas.

  Focus on the 
essence of living.
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KC 400 S | White rustic 675

Link to Interior Designer: 
www.meister.com/en/

service/service-center/
interior-designer.html

Skirting board 3 PK profi le | White cork 1024

Skirting board 3 PK profi le | Natural cork 1023



Totally natural – and 
         naturally quiet.

A natural talent

MEISTER cork fl ooring can be used in 

many different ways thanks to its modern 

appearance, its robustness and its excel-

lent sound absorption properties. The 

fact that it is very pleasant to walk on 

even barefoot is thanks to the elasticity 

of this natural material which is easy on 

the joints. This means that cork fl ooring 

is ideal for living rooms, playrooms and 

bedrooms and can even be fi tted in com-

mercial areas.

Since it is a natural product, the colour 

of cork may alter when exposed to direct 

sunlight. It is possible that the fl oor will 

lighten in colour, depending on the situa-

tion of the room and light.

Environmentally Friendly Varnish Seal

Our cork fl ooring's environmentally 

friendly Duratec Pro varnish seal is 

especially durable and easy to care for. 

The “Pro” in this fi ve-layer Duratec varnish 

composition stands for a high abrasion 

resistance and a high level of robust-

ness. The entire composition consists 

of formaldehyde-free, viscoplastic and 

UV-hardened acrylic varnish. This acrylic 

varnish is ecologically non-harmful. 

It caters for hygiene, easy-care and 

long-life.

Sound absorption

Cork is used in many situations to reduce 

noise - just as it is in MEISTER cork fl oor-

ing. The cork cushioning on the bottom 

of each plank combined with the cork 

surface makes it an exceptionally quiet 

fl oor. This applies both to the noise in 

the room and the footfall noise heard in 

rooms below.

Wear class 23

The ideal fl oor for all living areas with 

heavy wear such as kitchens, hallways, 

home offi ces etc. 

Wear class 31

The ideal fl oor for commercial areas with 

normal wear such as hotel rooms, small 

offi ces, conference rooms etc.

Room noise
(in the room 
itself)

Footfall noise
(into lower 
rooms)

MEISTER cork fl oors literally offer genuine living comfort. Their great 

elasticity is easy on the joints and their warmth is pleasant underfoot. 

As versatile as they are, they are also suitable for laying on subfl oors 

with controlled hot water underfl oor heating. This exclusive material 

is provided with great sound absorption by nature itself. As a result of 

its excellent quality, you will be able to enjoy your cork fl ooring for a 

long time. This is also guaranteed by the varnish seal, which provides 

it with additional protection for maximum hygiene, easiness to clean 

and durability.
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General building supervision permission 

granted by the German Institute for Building Engineering (DIBt).

MEISTER warranty

We are so convinced of the quality of our cork fl ooring that we give you a 10-year 

warranty. A MEISTER fl oor is a fl oor which you will love for many, many years to come 

because it is so easy to clean and has such a high-quality appearance and excellent 

durability.

Warranty according to the MeisterWerke warranty conditions at www.meister.com

The Blue Angel

The result of our responsible choice of materials and modern production processes is 

that all MEISTER fl oors carry the Blue Angel - the world's fi rst and most well-known award 

for environmentally friendly products and services. This means you can be sure that you 

are choosing a low-emissions, ecological fl oor.

CE mark 

All MEISTER cork fl ooring complies with all European health and safety regulations.

Cork fl ooring from MEISTER –
made from natural materials.

MADE IN GERMANY

We are fi rmly rooted in our location and see it as much more than just the name of 

where we come from. For us, "Made in Germany" also means top quality standards. 

It is our daily challenge to meet these.

CORK FLOORING | PROPERTIES | QUALITY 

Link to Cork Flooring: 
www.meister.com/en/cork.html



LIB 400 S | Off-white 707 | China red 716 | Quartz grey 709 | Slate grey 713

Ready, steady – and 
naturally creative! 
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Linoleum? Simply fascinating! A purely natural product and as colourful as life itself. And 

extremely resistant in any case. Back then only available in grey, dark red or fi r green once, 

today it amazes in bright colours and formats that inspire totally new fl oor design ideas.

LIC 400 S | Off-white 707 | Cappuccino 721LIC 400 S | Apple green 720 | Olive green 718

The art of leaving behind 
a lasting impression.

LIC 400 S | Aubergine 719
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LIB 400 S | Cappuccino 721 | Sky blue 717 | Mocha 722

Link to Interior Designer: 
www.meister.com/en/

service/service-center/
interior-designer.html



Brings a splash of colour 
 into your every day life.

They are multi-talents of great natural beauty – MEISTER linoleum fl oors 

fascinate due to their striking colours, great durability and easiness to 

clean. We fi nish these fl oors with the so-called Topshield™ surface, which 

provides intensive protection, accentuates its original character and brings 

out the colours. For us natural comfort also means that MEISTER linoleum 

fl oors are suitable for laying on subfl oors with controlled hot water under-

fl oor heating.

Colour maturity

Linoleum gets its correct hardness-elas-

ticity ratio in the drying chamber. Lino-

leum fl ooring leaves the chamber with a 

light “yellow tinge” – the so-called drying 

chamber fi lm. This fi lm degenerates after 

laying. Sunlight makes the fl oor take on 

its original colour. The length of time this 

process takes depends on the sunlight’s 

intensity. It occurs more distinctively with 

light linoleum surfaces than with darker 

ones. So you should not be surprised 

when you take your newly purchased 

linoleum out of the cardboard packaging. 

Your fl ooring needs a little time to fi nd 

its colour.

Ready to handle everyday wear 

and tear

Thanks to the special surface fi nish on 

our linoleum, many typical causes of 

stains leave no trace on these fl oors. 

Soft, standard chair casters do not leave 

any undesirable marks either. The stabilis-

ing cork fl oor backing reduces the noise 

caused in the room, and the footfall noise 

transmitted into rooms below, as well 

as providing an elasticity you can feel. 

MEISTER linoleum fl ooring is therefore 

perfect for offi ces or home workrooms. 

Of course, it is also excellent for other 

commercial areas or living rooms and 

bedrooms.

Protective Topshield™

All MEISTER linoleum fl oors have a dual-

layer, water-based surface fi nish. It brings 

out the colours brilliantly, makes the fl oor 

resistant, protects it from dirt and signs of 

wear and ensures that you will enjoy your 

fl oor for a long time.

Wear class 23

The ideal fl oor for all living areas with 

heavy wear such as kitchens, hallways, 

home offi ces etc.

Wear class 32

The ideal fl oor for commercial areas with 

normal wear such as offi ces, waiting 

rooms, boutiques etc.

durable protective layer

pore-fi lling base layer

linoleum

Before After
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The Blue Angel

The result of our responsible choice of materials and modern production processes 

is that all MEISTER fl oors carry the Blue Angel – the world's fi rst and most well-known 

award for environmentally friendly products and services. This means you can be sure 

you are choosing a low-emissions, ecological fl oor.

General building supervision permission 

granted by the German Institute for Building Engineering (DIBt).

CE mark 

All MEISTER linoleum fl ooring complies with all European health and safety regulations.

MEISTER warranty

We are so convinced of the quality of our linoleum fl ooring that we give you a 10-year 

warranty. A MEISTER fl oor is a fl oor which you will love for many, many years to come 

because it is so easy to clean and has such a high-quality appearance and  excellent 

durability.

Warranty according to the MeisterWerke warranty conditions at www.meister.com

Linoleum fl ooring from Meister –
made from natural materials.

MADE IN GERMANY

We are fi rmly rooted in our location and see it as much more than just the name of 

where we come from. For us, "Made in Germany" also means top quality standards. 

It is our daily challenge to meet these.

LINOLEUM FLOORING | PROPERTIES | QUALITY

TOXPROOF TÜV Certifi cation

Your health is important to us. That's why we choose to have all MEISTER linoleum fl ooring 

tested by TÜV Rheinland. The excellent result: the entire collection has received TOXPROOF 

TÜV certifi cation, the symbol for fl oor coverings tested for harmful substances and found to 

be entirely without health risks.

Link to Linoleum Flooring: 
www.meister.com/en/linoleum-fl ooring.html



Uniclic connection
on linoleum flooring
The proven pre-tension system ensures a lasting, secure joint lock at 

both ends. 

Just click and enjoy:
  convenient laying, 
intelligent structure, perfect format.

Product structure
Design fl ooring

MEISTER design fl ooring is distinguished by its intelligent 

multi-layer construction with dimensionally stable HDF 

middle layer. The cork comfort layer ensures elasticity that 

is easy on the joints, minimum noise and maximum comfort. 

The high quality Puretec ® surface makes the fl oor durable 

and easy to clean.

Plank formats
The "healthy living" plank formats from MEISTER provide plenty 

of scope for creative ideas and a unique home.

In contrast to standard PVC design fl ooring, MEISTER 

design fl ooring is odourless. The additional anti-static 

coating minimises the development of static electricity 

on people. 

Our fl oors are fast and easy to install, thanks to our traditional 

professional care, many years of experience and comprehensive 

technical knowledge. 

Link to Masterclic Plus:
www.meister.com/en/good-to-know/innovation/
click-connection/masterclic-plus.html

910mm

300mm

2052mm

KC 400 S

Width 304mm

DD 350 S

Width 198mm

LIB 400 S

Width 300mm

LIC 400 S

Width 300mm

Design fl ooring

Cork fl ooring

Linoleum fl ooring

Linoleum fl ooring

approx. 0.5mm 
Puretec® surface

Comfort layer

HDF middle layer

Cork backing
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Masterclic Plus
End connection on design and cork flooring
The patented system for fast laying and secure connection.

The fl ooring is lowered right next 

to the neighbouring plank.

The cork cushioning on the bottom of each plank com-

bined with the cork surface makes MEISTER cork fl ooring 

exceptionally quiet. This applies both to the noise in the 

room and the footfall noise heard in rooms below. 

The dual-layer Topshield™ surface fi nish also contributes to 

this. It brings out the colours brilliantly, makes the fl oor resistant 

and protects it from dirt and signs of wear. 

Linoleum fl ooring

MEISTER stain-resistant and anti-bacterial linoleum fl ooring 

is a purely natural product with an attractive appearance and 

pleasant feel. The HDF middle layer used guarantees good 

durability and a beautiful fl oor over many years. 

Cork fl ooring

Two things give MEISTER cork fl ooring its amazingly long life: 

the intelligent multi-layer structure and the dimensionally 

stable HDF middle layer. The Duratec Pro surface is sealed 

fi ve times with formaldehyde-free UV acrylic varnish, making 

it extremely durable and abrasion-resistant.

After lowering, the fl ooring is not yet 

locked at the ends.

The tongue is only activated 

when the next row is laid.

This results in a secure 

connection.3 4

21

Design flooring, cork flooring and linoleum flooring from MEISTER 
are suitable for laying on subfloors with controlled hot water 
underfloor heating.

Duratec Pro surface

approx. 3mm 
cork wear layer

HDF middle layer

Cork backing

Topshield™

approx. 2mm linoleum 
wear layer

HDF middle layer

Cork backing
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Link to Mouldings: 
www.meister.com/en/accessories/
fl ooring-accessories/mouldings.html

For the perfect fi nish – 
 details that simply match.

1 Universal profi les

The professional and proven installation 

solution for transitions, ends and 

expansion joints.

2 Universal stair profi les

Stairs with MEISTER fl oor elements can be 

easily covered with matching profi les.

4

5

Skirting boards

These modern square-shaped skirting boards 

are available in many surfaces. Skirting boards 

coated in a white fi lm which can be painted 

by the customer in any colour you like.

3 Skirting boards

Three selected profi les to match all the 

decor/wood shades in the parquet, cork 

and laminate fl ooring range provide the 

perfect fi nish.

6 Under lay material (not allocated) 

High-performance range of insulating underlay for 

effective sound absorption in the room and the 

reduction of footfall transmitted to rooms below. 

7 Ceiling edging

Three different ceiling edging profi les 

guarantee clean edging for walls and 

ceilings.

Hamburg skirting boards (not allocated)

The elegant classic among skirting boards 

can be combined with any fl oor.
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 4

 8

11

12

10

14

Link to insulating 
underlay: 

www.meister.com/
en/accessories/

fl ooring-accessories/
insulating-underlays.html

ACCESSORIES

You can fi nd the whole accessories range at www.meister.com

A perfect living atmosphere results when all the elements in a room are perfectly coordinated 

to one another. These include, for example, mouldings that match the fl oor or panels for attrac-

tive joints or special profi les for successful room transitions. Lights can also contribute a great 

deal to the room atmosphere with their individual light effects. We also offer you suitable care 

products so that you can enjoy your fl oor for a long time after installation.

14 Attachment lights

The lights are versatile in application and 

offer the option of choosing between 

warm white or bright clear light.

13 Recessed lights 

The modern lighting range with its LED; low 

voltage and high voltage lights offers plenty 

of creative possibilities to create effective 

room and accent lighting.

9 LED recessed lights

Our recessed lights, such as FLAT Quadro, 

are ideal as orientation lighting and impress 

with their compact dimensions.

10 LED panel lights 

To match wall and ceiling 

installations and ideal for indirect 

lighting or creating accent lighting. 

11 Glass fl oor lights

Decorative and atmospheric accent lighting 

can be fi tted to the SP 400 system panel 

shelf inserts using glass fl oor lights.  

12 Shelving rails

If the SP 400 system panel elements are 

assembled with a live aluminium rail, they 

can be fi tted with decorative lights, e.g. 

glass fl oor lights.

15 Care products (not allocated)

The range of care products are specifi cally 

for cleaning MEISTER fl oors.

8 Corner mouldings

Perfectly coordinated special mouldings, 

e.g. large corner mouldings for many 

corners, angles and edges.



Design fl ooring

DD 350 S

Cork fl ooring

KC 400 S

Linoleum fl ooring

LIB 400 S

LIC 400 S

Easy to install

thanks to the patented 

Masterclic Plus

click system

Healthy living

as no plasticiser

vapours

Warm underfoot

thanks to the product's

specifi c structure

Easy on the joints

due to elastic 

materials

Quiet

thanks to the cork 

insulating layer

Anti-static

thanks to special 

material properties

Homogeneous

thanks to its 

seamless look

It could be easy to lose track of the many excellent properties our design, cork and 

linoleum fl ooring have – but you don't have to. We have allocated coloured symbols 

to our fl oors, which highlight the most important product properties and make it easier 

for you to fi nd your way around.

This overview helps you to fi nd the fl oor that is right for your requirements and wishes 

more quickly. Whether it be easy on the joints, extra easy to install or totally odourless, 

all the important attributes are listed here for each fl oor.

Intelligent and beautiful? 
 It is possible!
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White pine 6924
Wood effect

Grey oak 6925
Wood effect 

Old grey oak 6937
Wood effect

Light oak 6921 
Wood effect

Caramel oak 6932
Wood effect

Cappuccino oak 6935 
Wood effect

Greige oak 6934
Wood effect

Oak 6922
Wood effect

Antique brown oak 
6933 | Wood effect

Antique grey oak 
6926 | Wood effect

Design flooring DD 350 S

| 1-Strip (plank)

| Wear class 23 | 32

| 10 Surfaces

| All-round V-bevel

|  With 1mm cork sound-absorbing cushion

| Click system: Masterclic Plus

|  MEISTER warranty*

10 years in living areas

| Thickness: 9.5mm

|  Effective measurement: 2052 × 198mm

* Warranty according to the MeisterWerke warranty conditions at www.meister.com



White coarse 
structure 6807

White rustic 675

White block cut 6801 Cream floral on white 
677

Cream stripe on 
white 6805

Cream flex on white 
6803

Cream medium 
structure 673

Cream coarse 
structure 6806

Cream grain 666 Cream rustic 6804

Cork flooring KC 400 S

|  Wear class 23 | 31

|  20 Varnished Surfaces

some with printed design

|  With 1mm cork sound-absorbing 

cushion

| Click system: Masterclic Plus

|  MEISTER warranty* 

10 years in living areas

| Approx. 3mm cork wear layer 

| Thickness: 10.8mm

|  Effective measurement: 910 × 304mm

* Warranty according to the MeisterWerke warranty conditions at www.meister.com
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Fine structure 664 Medium structure 
672

Coarse structure 670 Grain 665

Rustic 6809 Fine block cut 674

Block cut 668 Red-brown coarse 
structure 671

Brown grain 667 Grey block cut 669

Cork flooring KC 400 S



Cream white 707 Ivory 715

Vanilla 701 Sand yellow 702

Caramel 714 Amber 704

Copper red 705 China red 716

Aubergine 719 Sky blue 717

Linoleum flooring LIB 400 S | LIC 400 S

| Wear class 23 | 32

| 17 Surfaces

|  With 1mm cork sound-absorbing 

cushion

| Click system: Uniclic

|  MEISTER warranty* 

10 years in living areas

| Approx. 2mm linoleum wear layer

| Thickness: 9.8mm 

|  Effective measurement: 

300 × 300mm (LIB 400 S)

910 × 300mm (LIC 400 S)

* Warranty according to the MeisterWerke warranty conditions at www.meister.com
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Indigo blue 712 Apple green 720

Olive green 718 Cappuccino 721

Mocha 722 Quartz grey 709

Slate grey 713

Linoleum flooring LIB 400 S | LIC 400 S
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We have been impressing with innovative products, practical system solutions and attractive 

designs for more than 80 years. We are constantly developing ourselves, our company and 

our range. As we know: you expect the best all the time. 

And that‘s what we want to give you.

MEISTER is committed to its location.

We think internationally but remain a German company – 640 employees

guarantee Made in Germany premium quality day in day out.

MEISTER is a leading innovator.

Intelligent ideas make us the driving force behind the industry – over 200 patents and 

utility models are impressive evidence of this.

MEISTER accepts responsibility for the environment.

We act sustainably in all areas – careful product selection protects resources and the climate.

MEISTER stands for specialist retail.

We focus on reliable partnerships with specialist retail and specialist trade – our ”100% PRO 

Producer/Dealer/Craftsmen“ network guarantees fi rst-class products, professional advice and 

expert assembly.

Every day a
 masterpiece
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